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Executive Summary
The World Orphanage Foundation conducted a mission to India on Sep 10th 2017 to analyze the
overall status & need of the orphans in the different orphanage centers based on the feasibility
study research. The feasibility study was carried out by the Head by WOF through interviews,
discussions with the government institutions, Directors of orphanage centers. The main goal of
the interviews and meeting was the initial introduction of World Orphanage Foundation,
coordination and how to support the orphanage centers, women rights and avoid child abuse.
WOF not only supports Orphanages but also Old Age Houses.

Helping and Donation of the Orphanages in Mumbai India
World Orphanage Foundation being an international NGO seeks to reach the poorest and the
neediest. WOF team did a survey in Mumbai India and found out the orphanages in a very bad
situation where there was only a celling and some metallic utensils. Young boys and girls were
living in an unbearable condition. The rain was pouring and the orphanage was completely wet,
the kids shrinking to one another with bare feet and empty stomachs. It was needless to say
what they needed. Living in such condition is out of imagination and may seem just a tale for
those who have never faced a condition as such, while maybe around more than half of
population of India lives under poverty line.
Witnessing
such
a
condition WOF took an
immediate action and
provide the Orphanage all
what they needed like,
Bed sheets, Blankets,
Pillows and food items
like, Flour, lentil, Rice and
more which was enough
for a six month of time.
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Helping Old Age House in Mumbai
As it’s said that everything in life is temporary, this applies for human age as well, and as human
grows older they become more childish by nature. They can’t take care of themselves and
becomes more fragile and needs a care taker. But living in modern society and having a busy
life is what makes it quite impossible for people to both take care of their day to day life,
business, children and old age members (grandparents). This also has a solution which is old
age house, a place where all old people are taken care of and is a home for them. But not all old
age houses are having good facilities and are peaceful for aged people to live in. There are
some with the lowest facilities and some people abandons their parents as they can’t even take
that much care of their parents or some doesn’t want to.

WOF during its visit and survey of orphanages came across with an old age house, where very
old people were living with low facilities and needed a hand to get better. WOF team
approached them as well and helped them with eatables and clothing
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Conclusion
The meetings, interviews and communications were held with different government
institutions, Orphanage centers and old age house office in Mumbai, India and it was found out
that some of the Orphanages and Old ages’ houses were in a very bad condition with poor
facilities provided for the orphans’ interim of education facilities, health care, food, clothing,
sports equipments etc. The World Orphanage Foundation took a step to help some of those
orphanage centers and an old age house in India and provide the above facilities for the
orphans elderly aged citizens in order to live as other citizens of India and treated the same
way.
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